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autodesk 3ds max design 2011 portable offers powerful integration to
your autodesk design systems, as well as csg, bim, and other
autodesk products. it can be used for 2d design, 3d visualization, and
editing, and it can manage data throughout the entire modeling
process. the head of the vectorworks design team was wanted to
move the newly designed head away from the existing head. as this is
a standard operation to be carried out at every job, a typical head
was used for the first runs. he took a measurement of the attachment
with the screw and exported the results using the screws tool into the
head file of the objects. the 2d image of the head, shown in figure 2:
the optimization tool was used to calculate the minimal forces for the
minimal distance and minimal torques for the minimal angle. the
centres of mass tool was used to calculate the centre of mass and
centre of gravity. a scalar sweep of the force map was calculated for
every screw to detect areas of higher and lower tension. to enable
forces to be applied at the head elements, a topology was calculated
to set up a 3d-model that was suitable for cutting. for this, the tools
generate topology by surface, create plane by surfaces, and create
spline by planes from the edges and faces toolbox were used. the
spline faces tool was used to create the splines and control their
curvature. a merge tool was used to merge splines with the same
point number. this resulted in one topology, shown in figure 3:

Autodesk 3ds Max Design 2011 Portable

initially introduced in 1987 for the personal computer, which came
bundled with autocad, now you can use autodesk 3ds max on mac,

windows, and the iphone, ipad, and ipod touch. it is the only 3d
software in the market that can import 3d content from maya. it also

provides generalizable architectural, civil and mechanical design
capabilities and features to easily create drawings with structured 2d
and 3d objects, with tools such as envelopes and coplanar constraints
to maintain consistent drawing conventions. these features allow you

to see and move through all your design data with complete
flexibility. as your work becomes more complex, you can easily

access your data and resources in the cloud and create workstations
from any location with multiple monitors, systems, input, and output
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devices. autocad implements a variety of graphics technologies, such
as text, ribbons, curves, and control aids, which are often called user

interface (ui) widgets. in contrast, 3ds max uses a concept called
widgets, and the ui libraries provided with the software are configured
to provide a different ui. also, unlike autocad, 3ds max does not use
an existing font and allows you to create your own fonts, sizes, and

colors, and to create your own gui controls. autocad is preferred and
is the standard in many of the design professions because of the
variety of features it offers. for example, autocad includes such
features as 2d and 3d drafting, bill of materials, cross-discipline
design, parametric design, engineering drawing tools, structural

analysis, finite element analysis (fea), and more. over time, you learn
to use these features to achieve specific tasks more efficiently.
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